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Abstract

Based on enthalpies of solution of quartz, low albite, adularia, and gibbsite, solution
calorimetric data presently being collected at Lafayette College are in excellent agreement
with those from the thermochemistry laboratory of the USGS and other solution calorime-
try laboratories. However, calorimetric data collected on this same equipment during its
operation at Harvard University prior to 1974 are systematically diferent from the present
results. Electrical resistance associated with lead wires in the heater circuit of the
calorimetric system accounts for the discrepancy. As a result, all enthalpies of solution
measured on the Harvard system (and incorporated in publications through 1977) must be
multiplied by 0.9895. This will enable corrected Harvard data to be used in conjunction
with calorimetric data from other laboratories. Rewiring of the heater circuit and tests
against a standard resistor have resulted in the better agreement presently observed
between Lafayette data and those of other laboratories.

Background and explanation

Data produced from the solution calorimetric
system atLafayette College are systematically dif-
ferent from data produced by the same system
during its operation prior to 1974 at Harvard and
Princeton Universities. Data collected since 1978
are in closer agreement with data from the thermo-
chemistry laboratory at the United States Geologi-
cal Survey (USGS) in Reston, Virginia, operated by
R. A. Robie and B. S. Hemingway, with data from
the National Bureau of Standards (NBS), and with
data from other solution calorimetric laboratories.
The purposes of this manuscript are to explain the
differences between early calorimetric data pro-
duced on this system and present values, to clarify
interlaboratory discrepancies which have existed
until now, and to minimize the chances for confu-
sion when new data are published in the future.

In 1967 money was granted to Harvard Universi-
ty to build a solution calorimetric system (hereafter
referred to as the Harvard system, and the data as
Harvard data), initially to measure enthalpies of
mixing and enthalpies of polymorphic transitions in
the alkali feldspars. After the Harvard system was
put into operation, it became evident that there was
a systernatic discrepancy between the absolute val-

ues of Harvard enthalpies of solution and those of
the USGS in Reston, Virginia. While each labora-
tory produced internally consistent data (that is,
enthalpy dffirences among minerals were the same
within experimental error), the absolute values of
Harvard enthalpies of solution were between I and
2%higher than those of the USGS laboratory. This
discrepancy was incorporated in data published in
several papers (Hovis, Thompson, and Waldbaum,
1970; Hovis, l97l and t974;Thompson, Waldbaum
and Hovis, 1974; Hovis and Waldbaum, 1977) and
was referred to in a number of these.

After a short period of operation at Princeton
University, and after the death of D. R. Waldbaum,
the calorimetric system was moved to Lafayette
College. At this time I felt that it was necessary to
resolve the discrepancy that existed.

Testing procedures

During solution calorimetric runs, voltage mea-
surements are made on (1) a heater circuit and (2) a
thermometer circuit (see Hovis, 1971; also Robie
and Hemingway, 1972). Both voltage and current
(measured as the voltage across a series standard
resistor) of these circuits can be measured. In the
case of the heater circuit, knowledge of voltage,
current, and the amount of time during which
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heating takes place makes it possible to calculate
the amount of electrical energy put into the calorim-
eter during the determination of its heat capacity. In
the case of the thermometer circuit, voltage and
current data are used to calculate resistance, which
in turn is correlated with temperature, this in order
to detect temperature changes during an experi-
ment. Obviously measurements of voltage and cur-
rent on these circuits must be accurate in order to
obtain good results.

By substituting a standard resistor in place of the
calorimeter it is possible to check the accuracy of
measurements on both the heater and thermometer
circuits. This procedure had been followed with the
USGS calorimetric system, and as a first step in
resolving the interlaboratory discrepancy the same
was done on the Harvard system. With the help of
B. S. Hemingway measurements were made on the
heater circuit with a Guildline 100-ohm standard
resistor in place of the calorimeter. Based on volt-
age and current measurements during heating, the
calculated resistance of 98.972 ohms was abolt lVo
different from the value of 100.0001 ohms given for
the standard resistor. This was apparently the major
source of error in the Harvard measurements.

To rectify this problem Hemingway and I
changed the electrical connections in the heater
circuit. The four lead-wire system, which before
had been connected only indirectly via a terminal
strip to the one-ohm standard resistor in the heater
circuit, was reconnected directly to the standard
resistor terminals. Based on voltage and current
measurements after this modification, the calculat-
ed resistance of 99.948 ohms was only 0.05Vo differ-
ent from the 100.0001 ohm value given for the
standard resistor substituted for the calorimeter.
Obviously series lead resistance had led to an error
which was significant relative to the resistance of
the one-ohm standard resistor across which current
values were determined.

Similar procedures were used to check the ther-
mometer circuit. Initial calculated resistances on
this circuit, however, were in much better agree-
ment because the standard resistor across which
current values were determined was a 100-ohm
resistor, not a one-ohm resistor. Nevertheless, as
with the heater circuit, wires were reconnected
directly to the standard resistor terminals. Calculat-
ed resistances of the substitute 100-ohm resistor
after this change were slightly improved and differ-
ent from 100 ohms by less than O.lVo. It is not
possible that the latter change would account for a

major part of the discrepancy between the Harvard
and the USGS data because (l) series lead resist-
ance would not have been significant compared to
the 100-ohm standard resistor across which current
measurements were determined and (2) a significant
part of any such discrepancy would have canceled
out since it is temperature dffirences that are
critical in calculating heats of solution.

In summary, measurement errors in the heater
circuit were the principal reason for the discrepancy
between Harvard calorimetric data and those of
other calorimetric systems. These errors resulted in
calculated calorimetric heat capacities about lVo
higher than the correct values; in turn, absolute
values of the heats of solution were also aboat lVo
too high. This also accounts for the fact that enthal-
py dffirence.r among minerals (especially feld-
spars) were quite similar to those of the USGS.
Here, too, much (though not all) of the discrepancy
canceled out in subtraction, as long as Harvard data
only were used to calculate these differences.

Results of recent calorimetric measurements

Since modifying our solution calorimetric sys-
tem. I have measured heats of solution on a number
of substances in order (1) to determine the relation-
ship between the older data collected at Harvard
University and the newer data collected at Lafay-
ette College since modification and (2) to compare
data now being collected with those of the USGS
and other solution calorimetry laboratories. Com-
parison of Harvard data with those collected since
the modification is made in Table 1. All experiments
were conducted in 20.lVo HF at 50" (-F0.3") C under
isoperibolic conditions. Comparison with data from
other solution calorimetrv laboratories is made in
Table 2.

Quartz
The enthalpy of solution of quartz varies with

temperature of dissolution, acid composition, and
the grain size of the starting material (Kilday and
Prosen, 1973; Hemingway and Robie, 1977; Hem-
ingway, personal communication). In order to com-
pare calorimetric results to those of other labora-
tories, it is best to use the same type of sample
material used by those laboratories, and to do
experiments under the same acid and temperature
conditions. Fortunately the National Bureau of
Standards has made available SRM-1654, natural
Brazilian qvartz with grain size that "passes a #200
sieve but is retained on a #400 sieve," according to
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Table l. Solution calorimetric data on quartz, Amelia low albite, adularia, and gibbsite based on measurements made at Harvard
University prior to 1974 and on measurements made at Lafayette College since 1978

Quartz H-r72** r 00126 0.598213 \9.909 925.6L, 926.28 -2312.85, -23L5.36 -33.2r\, -33 250
H-2\5 o.8L?r3 o.r2ror9 \9.935 899.81, 899.!9 -23\\.60, -23r\.53 -33.239, -33'238
E-2\7 O.8TO?3 0.536938 l+9.941 897.92,898.22 -2315.6+, -23r1-r7 -33.25\, -33.276
H-?\9 o 80830 0.\9662\ \9.919 900.19, 899.61 -2313.06, -2312.23 -33 2\7, -33.20,

r-359 r.oor?1 a.6rr'157 \9.970 889 10,892.32 -2288.6\, -229\.60 -32.866, -32.912
L46o r.0r.3r8 0.5238!8 \9.50? 889.60, 891.!r -2292.2r, -2296.09 -32.918, -32'9'13
r-362 f.ooSTr o.6L1737 5o.o1o 889.39, 892,00 -22'19.2'1, -228r.L'l -32.'132, -32.8]-7
L-376 O.75r52 0.l+61!65 49.800 892.9\, 893.18 -229\.)4r, -229)+.t43 -32.9\9, -32.9\9

Mean Solu- ,, Average Heats of Correction

. .  t ion  T(oC)  Heat  Capac j , t ies  Heats  o f  So lu t ion  Heats  o f  So lu t ion  So lu t ion  Fac tor  to

Ru*  Mass(e)  AT(oc) '  ( IPTS-68)  (ca l /dea)  (J /s )  (kca f /mo l )  (J /a  &  kca l /no l )  Hsvard  Data

- 2 3 1 4 . 4  ! 1 . 5
-33.23' l  ! .O22

Quart z
0 . 9 8 9 ?

- 2 2 9 0 . 6  ! 5 . 8
- 3 2 . 8 9 5  ! . o 8 3

-2\r8.,  !2.6
-Llr .655 ! .16\

Anelia Low Allite

-239r.g la I 
0 9890

-r)+9.999 ! ,o5r

-22\2.\  ! \ .6
- r . ! ? . 9 5 3  1 . r o !

Adlularia

-22rg'3 !o.g 0'9897

- 1 l + 6 . 1 + ! 2  1 . 0 6 r

- 2 0 2 ' 1 . 8  ! t . 8
- 3 ? . 8 0 5  1 . 0 3 1 +

hel ia H-163**
Lov H-16!**
Atbi te H-165**

T - ? 7 0
L-380
L- 382

Aduler ia

?00?

r .00026 o .623 j r j  50 .382 926. j9 ,926.09  -2 ! r5 .32 ,  -2 !11 . r8  - r51 .531,  -151.396
r.oor35 0.62\T8l+ 5a.2r5 925.6\, 928.77 -2\r8 7\, -2\2r.73 -15r.682, -rrr.87o
1.01220 0.632126 \9.929 92r.77, 927-06 -2t+t8.67, -2\2r.r7 -r51.678, -r5r.835

o.5or92 0.322256 )+9.9\O 89O.oO, 890.61 -239r.16, -2392.a6 -t[9.953, -150.015
o 50180 0 .322286 \9 .959 890.16 ,890.6)+  -2392. \2 ,  -2393.A5 -150.032,  -150.0?1
0.)+9263 0.3161110 t19.956 889.!0, 890.30 -239o.\r, -2392.20 -11+9.905, -150.018

H-25\ 0.91+8?9 o.j6j99o 50.005
H-256 0.81513 0. l+8668)r \9.961+
H-257 0.950\5 0.56'l\)45 5o.oro
H-2r9 a.79r2'( o.\667a9 !9.837

L-377 o.5rl+BT 0.306672 r+9.898
r-3?8 o 5o8?o o.3o3to9 ri9.94o
r,-38r o.ro3zz o.29913t \9.921

898,92, 899 18 -22\3.30,
89 '1 . \5 ,  898.27  -22 \ r .60 ,
896.\5, 897.83 -2238 96,
89 '1 . r9 ,  89 '1 .6 \  -22 \3 ,09 ,

8 9 0 . 2 ! , 8 9 0 . 6 9  - 2 2 2 0 . t r ,
8 8 9 . 7 6 , 8 8 9 . 9 9  - 2 2 1 8 . 5 2 ,
889.9'l, 890.87 -22L8.2o,

-22\\-73 -1j+8.026, -11+8.120
-zz \2 .9 \  - r i rT .9 I4 ,  -1 !8 .002
-22\r.67 -11+7.739, -1lr7.9rB
-22\z-5j -1!8.012, -rl+7.975

-222a.6 \  -1 \6 .1+95,  -11+6.530
-2zLB jL -rI{6.390, -1\6.39r
-22L9.8 \  - r l+6 .370,  -1 !6 . l r78

Gibbs i te  L -3 \ r  l .oo8 lo  0 .5 )+81"69 !9 .980 889.9r ,  892. !3  -zo2\ .37 ,  -2a29. \6  -31 .7 \ r ,  a7 .836
A-t81 L-3UT 0.99680 o.t\1968 \9 835 890.98, B9!.r2 -2o27.2r, -2027.78 -37.'19\, -3'(.3a,

L-3 !9  1 .0 r0 f5  0 .51+9 j+38 I+9 .9 i+0  890.77 ,  890.83  -2021.50 ,  -2026 99  -37 .799,  -3 '1 .79o
r -36r+  1 .00136 o . r \ \913 \9 .996 889.8 \ ,892 \ ,  -2026.16 ,  -2o3r .8 ,  -37 .?82,  -37 .880
L-96 1 .oo \o?  0 .5 \6637 \9 .936 889.5r ,  891.12  -2026. \9 ,  -2029,52  -3? ,78r ,  -37 .837
L-397 f  ooo85 0 .5)+ \6?8 )+9 .881 889.9 ! ,  89r . r9  -2026.7r ,  -2028.89  -37  185,  -37 .82 ,

x ALL ?uns Fefiaed bf 't{t' eye dane at Haru@d unioepeitA; nns prefiaed b! "Lt'@!e done at lafalette colLege afte" nodifietion of the caZotinetrLc

|Asttu. ALL luns ifl 910.1 g of acid., %cept aa rcted, by double a6te?iok. AcU conpa'ition 20,1 @ight ?1 HF.

**Run canducteil in 940,1 g of aciA,

I !@perature c?@rqe during dieealution period.

llMol@ heats of s-oLution fo" Anelia LoD albite assme a cmpoaition of Nor= 0.00gg,gf\r = 282.3840; nola? leats of eoliltion fot adtlatia aeeme
No, = a.8602, gfD = 276.0842.

Table 2. Summary of solution calorimetric data on quartz, Amelia low albite, and gibbsite from various laboratories

S u b s t a n c e

Q U A R T Z

A M E L I A
L O W  A L B I T E

G I B B S I T E

L a f a y e t t e  C o ] - l e g e
( s i n c e  : . 9 7 8  )

- 2290 ,6

- 2 3 9 r  . 9

_ 2 0 2 7  . 8

R e s t o n  ^  V i r s i n l a o f  S t a n d a r d s

- 2 3 0 9  '  9 r

A v e " a p e  H e a t s  o f  S o l u t i o n  ( , 1 / E )  r r o n :
U . S .  G e o l o g i c a l  S u r v e y
T h e r m o c h e n i s t r y L a b o r a t o r y  N a t i o n a l B u " e a u

- 2 2 6 \  . 9

- 2 3 9 3  . 5 x
- 2 3 9 8 . 8 x *

- 2 0 1 } + . 7 x * *

x  Ca l cu la ted  f z ' on  da ta  i n  Wa | . dbaun  and  Rob ie  ( 1971 ,  Tab le  5 ;  spec inens  6314 ,  8306 ,  and
6 3 2 L  b u t  e a e l u d i n g  d a t a  f o n  g n a i n  s i z e s  L e s e  t h a n  4 0 0  m e s h ) .

* x  C a l c u l a t e d  f r o n  d a t a  i n  H e n i n g u a g  a n d  R o b i e  ( 1 9 7 7 ) .

xxxCa l cu la ted  f r om Hen inguay ,  Rob ie ,  and  K i t t z ' i c k  ( 1978 ;  Hen inguag ,  pe reonaL  eommun i ca t i on ) .

I  CaLcu la ted  f z ' on  da ta  on  ce r t i f i . ea te  enc loaed  u i t h  Na t i onaL  Bu reau  o f  S tanda rds  s tanda rd
z , e f e r e n c e  n a t e r i a T , 7 6 5 4 ,  m e a s u r e m e n t s  m a d e  b y  K i L d a y  a n d  P r o s e n  ( 1 9 7 7 ;  a L s o  s e e  7 9 7 3 ) ,
Va lue  g i oen  uses  f i t , s t  equa t i on  on  t he  ee? t i f i ea te  t o  coy "ec t  NBS  da ta  t o  50oC  and
assumes  t ha t  co r rec t i on  f o r  ac i d  conpos ' t t i on  ( second  equa t i on  on  t he  cev t i f i ca te )  i e
o a L i d  f o r  5 0 o C ,  a s  a e l l  a s  f o r  8 0 o C ,
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the certificate received with the NBS sample. Ap-
parently, however, particle size does vary among
diferent bottles of this material. Also some bottles
do contain -400 mesh grains. This can affect heats
of solution by up to 7 Jlg (Hemingway, personal
communication). Nevertheless, measurements
have been made on SRM-1654 in our own labora-
tory since modification of our system, as well as at
the National Bureau of Standards (Kilday and Pro-
sen, 1973) and at the United States Geological
Survey in Reston, Virginia (Hemingway and Robie,
1977).

The certified heat of solution given by NBS for
SRM-1654 is -2362.2 J/g. However, this value
applies to dissolution done at 80' C in24.4% hydro-
fluoric acid. Dissolutions also were made at other
acid compositions and temperatures, and equations
given on the NBS certificate allow for corrections
to the data based on temperature and acid composi-
tion. If NBS data are adjusted so as to correspond
to 50o C and 20.1% HF, a value of -2309.9 Jlg is
obtained.

Hemingway and Robie (1977) have measured the
enthalpy of solution of SRM- 165 4 in 20. l% HF, but
at temperatures of 60" and 75'C. A linear least-
squares fit of their data produces an extrapolated
enthalpy of solution of -22@.9 J/g for 50' C. The
average heat of solution for this material measured
at Lafayette College (-2290.6 J/g) is midway be-
tween the values above based on NBS and USGS
data.

There is not good agreement on the dependence
of the heat of solution of quartz on temperature and
acid composition. The temperature coefficient ob-
tained from the least-squares fit of the Hemingway
and Robie (1977) data (-2.744 Jlg-deg.) is nearly
twice the NBS value (-1.586 J/g-deg., Kilday and
Prosen, 1973) for the corresponding coefficient. The
NBS correction for acid composition is slightly
curved but has an average slope that is less than
one-fourth that determined by Hummel and
Schwiete (1959; based on other samples of a-
quartz) from their measurements made at26.45" C.
Obviously these uncertainties make it possible to
extrapolate the heats of solution so as to obtain the
desired result, but this does not test the accuracy of
the calorimetric results, which is the point at issue
here. It does seem, however, that our value is in
reasonable agreement with data from other solution
calorimetry laboratories (for example, Kilday and
Prosen, 1973, and Hemingway and Robie, 1977).

It must be noted that the quartz sample used at

Harvard University was not SRM-1654. However,
it was of a quality and grain size comparable to
SRM-1654. It is very unlikely that any differences
between the two quartz specimens could account
for the Harvard data(-2314.4 Jlg), which are about
l% higher in absolute value than Lafayette data.

Amelia low albite

The material used by the Harvard and the Lafay-
ette laboratories for measurements on low albite
came from a batch of crystals collected personally
by D. R. Waldbaum at Amelia Courthouse, Virgin-
ia. This is the same material used by Waldbaum in
his dissertation research (Waldbaum, 1966) done at
the USGS in the mid-1960's with Robie and pub-
lished in Waldbaum and Robie (1971). Measure-
ments also have been made on this material by
Hemingway and Robie (19771' data points six,
twelve, thirteen. and fifteen under "low albite" in
their Table 3); the latter authors in addition have
made measurements on another sample of Amelia
low albite supplied by Stewart (data points seven
and eight of the same table). All measurements by
us and by Waldbaum (1966) were made at 50'C,
while those of Hemingway and Robie (1977) were
made at temperatures of 50' and 60" C,

As with quartz the Lafayette heats of solution
(-2391.9 Jlg) are lower in absolute value, by slight-
ly more than lVo, than the Harvard data (-2418.5
J/g). The former value is in excellent agreement
with the value calculated (-2393.5 J/g) from Table 5
of Waldbaum and Robie (1971). (Values given in
Table 5 for -400 mesh material were omitted from
the calculations because of possible grain-size ef-
fects, though this omission made virtually no differ-
ence in the average heat of solution.) A least-
squares fit to the data of Hemingway and Robie
(1977) as a function of temperature indicates no
temperature dependence for their heats of solution.
This fit, based on six experiments, yields a value of
-2398.8 J/g for their dissolutions, while the average
value for their two 50o C measurements is -2400.0
Jlg. Lafayette data are now in excellent agreement
with the data of Waldbaum and Robie (1971) and
very close to the data of Hemingway and Robie
(1977.

Adularia

A further comparison can be made between the
Harvard and the Lafayette systems based on data
for adularia 7007, described (Hovis, l97l and 1974)
as a highly ordered (in terms of Al/Si distribution)
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monoclinic potassium-rich feldspar from St. Gott-
hard, Switzerland. The structure of this material
has been determined by single crystal X-ray diffrac-
tion techniques (Phillips and Ribbe, 1973), and a recent
chemical analysis indicates that it has a IUK + Na ratio
of 0.8602. Results of Lafayette calorimetric mea-
surements (-2219.3 Jlg) again are slightly more
than lVa lower in absolute value than the Harvard
results (-2242.4 Jlg.

Aluminum hydroxide

Hemingway et al. (1978) have reported the en-
thalpies of solution of several samples of gibbsite at
30'C, and they present data for temperatures to
73.7' C. As a further check on the Lafayette calori-
metric system, six measurements of the enthalpy of
solution of reagent grade aluminum hydroxide were
made at 50'C. The material used in our investiga-
tion was reagent A-581 from Fisher Scientific Com-
pany; this reagent was one of the materials used by
Hemingway et al. (1978) in their study, though our
sample did not come from the same jar of material
as theirs. Our average value of -2027.8 J/g com-
pares favorably with the value of -2014.7 Jlgcalut-
lated for 50'C in Figure I of Hemingway et al.
(1978). The data presented by these authors show
that a scatter of t20 J/g (apparently due to poor
crystallinity and/or the presence of other aluminum
hydroxide phases in the starting material) is not
unrealistic for a gibbsite sample such as the reagent
grade material used in this study (also Hemingway,
personal communication). The difference between
the average values of the two laboratories is well
within this uncertainty.

Conclusions

It is evident from Table I and from the previous
discussion that enthalpies of solution determined
from experiments conducted at Harvard University
prior to 1974 (and incorported in publications
through 1977) must be corrected. Solution calori-
metric experiments on three distinctly different
materials (quartz, Amelia low albite, and adularia)
produce correction factors to the Harvard data
which are very consistent. An average of the cor-
rection factors in Table I indicates that previously
reported enthalpies of solution (Hovis, Thompson,
and Waldbaum, 1970; Hovis, l97l and 1974;
Thompson, Waldbaum, and Hovis, 1974; Hovis and
Waldbaum, 1977) should be multiplied by a factor of
0.9895 (10.0004). This will enable the corrected
enthalpies of solution from Harvard to be used in
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future calculations which involve calorimetric data
from other laboratories, particularly data of the
USGS, as well as from the present calorimetric
system at Lafayette College.

Enthalpies of solution presently being collected
in our laboratory are in good agreement with those
of other solution calorimetry laboratories (see Table
2). In particular our results on Amelia low albite are
virtually identical to those of Waldbaum and Robie
(1971) and very close to those of Hemingway and
Robie (1977), while data on qtartz and gibbsite are
within the scatter observed for different samples of
these materials. I shall be interested in continuing
cooperation with other laboratories to assure con-
sistency among our results.
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